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BOOK NEWS

The Good People
Hannah Kent

Hannah Kent, South 
Australian author of Burial 
Rites, returns again to the 
19th century in her new 
novel, The Good People. 
Her new tale is set in Ireland. 
It’s 1825, and Nóra Leahy’s 
husband and daughter 
have both died in the same 
year. Now she must take 
care of her four-year-old 
grandson, Micheál. He can’t 
speak and he can’t walk; 
Nóra knows that people are 
gossiping about him, so she 
decides to keep him hidden 

from anyone who might see his disabilities as a sign of 
interference from the world of unseen entities, or ‘fairy 
stock’. She can’t look after the child herself, so she hires 
a 14-year-old servant girl, Mary, who soon hears rumours 
about how the accursed child is causing calamities 
to blight the poor widow’s life. Isolated and beset by 
innuendo on all sides, Mary and Nóra seek out the help 
of the only person who can help them – Nance Roche. 
Nance consorts with the Good People, who know how to 
cure inexplicable ills. But a new priest has arrived, and he’s 
determined to rid the valley of its superstitious practices.

Released 27 September

The Bad-Ass Librarians of Timbuktu (and their race to 
save the world’s most precious manuscripts)
Joshua Hammer

Who would have thought 
that working as a librarian 
could be a life-threatening 
career? Back in the 1980s 
Abdel Kader Haidara, a 
historian and archivist from 
the fabled city of Timbuktu, 
travelled across the Sahara 
salvaging tens of thousands 
of ancient Islamic and secular 
texts. But in 2012, Al Qaeda 
militants took control of 
most of Mali and threatened 
to destroy the manuscripts. 
So Haidara coordinated a 
daring scheme to smuggle all 

350,000 volumes out of the city and deliver them to safety. 
This is the true story of a heroic – and ultimately successful 
– effort to preserve this precious literary heritage 
Journalist Joshua Hammer has visited Timbuktu numerous 
times	over	the	last	20	years,	so	he	is	uniquely	qualified	to	
tell this tale of literary derring-do.

Released September

The Man Who Invented Fiction: How Cervantes  
ushered in the modern world
William Egginton

There are not many writers 
who create characters that 
become so famous and 
beloved that their names 
are become adjectives. But 
Don Quixote, the creation 
of Spanish writer Miguel 
Cervantes (1547–1616), has 
lent his name to the word 
‘quixotic’, which describes 
people or plans that are 
idealistic but impractical 
and foolhardy. This book, 
although it looks at the life 
of Cervantes, is not just a 
biography. It also reveals the 

influences	that	infused	the	work	of	this	great	Spaniard	
and which upended literature and the way stories were 
told, creating a new way of viewing the world. The book 
outlines how that new worldview went on to permeate art, 
politics and science and how different contemporary life 
would	be	without	the	influence	of	this	book	that	would	go	
on to sell more copies than any other except the Bible.

Available now

Are We Smart Enough to Know How Smart Animals Are?
Frans de Waal

It’s often assumed that there 
is cognitive ladder on which 
all sentient creatures can be 
placed – and we humans, of 
course, position ourselves at 
the cleverest end of it. But 
what if cognitive abilities 
are less like a ladder and 
more like a tree, on which 
cognition takes different 
forms that cannot be neatly 
sized up against each other? 
In this book, world-renowned 
biologist and primatologist 
Frans de Waal looks at the 
evidence and strips away 

the human egotism that has concealed just how clever 
animals really are. Elephants, for example, can classify 
humans according to age, gender and language. De Waal 
considers the use of tools, metacognition, planning, and 
perception of time – all once considered as cognitive 
feats that only humans could perform. The author shows, 
however, that not only primates but also some other 
animals are capable of these cognitive achievements. 
This book will challenge everything you thought you knew 
about animal and human intelligence.

Released October


